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DOUBLE DOWN WITH DOUBLE DIGIT INFLATION

In November’s Autumn Statement, the Chancellor, Jeremy Hunt, revived the ‘triple lock’ on State pensions. From next 
April pensions will rise by 10.1%, in line with the September 2022 rate of inflation. Nearly all other benefits got the same 
uplift, a move with two important lessons for your own financial planning.

Firstly, it is a reminder of the paucity of social security benefits. The Covid-19 pandemic exposed many people to the low 
level of benefits. In response, the government was forced into a temporary £1,000 a year increase to the main benefit, 
Universal Credit (UC). It also relaxed waiting period rules on statutory sick pay (SSP) although, like the £1,000 UC uplift, 
the easing has since been withdrawn.

From next April, SSP will be just £109 a week. For a couple aged 25 or more with two children, the maximum UC 
payment will become just under £1,118 a month. Next April’s National Living Wage (full time) rate equates to earnings of 
just under £365 a week or £1,580 a month before taxes.

The second lesson from the benefit increases is that the impact of inflation must be built into any financial planning. 
Ignore rising prices and the targets you have set steadily devalue. For example, if you had life assurance of £100,000 in 
October 2017, you would need cover of £121,113 in October 2022 to maintain your policy’s buying power.

With the new year in sight, now is a good time to review how your current financial plans have been affected by 
inflation. One consequence could be increased outlays, but, as the Chancellor demonstrated, reviewing plans and 
implementing changes is the only way to maintain the same level of safety net.  

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. Tax treatment varies according to individual 
circumstances and is subject to change.

The ‘triple lock’ increase to state pensions offers two important lessons.
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With the tax framework for the next few years now clear, your year- end tax 
planning comes into even sharper focus.

TAX YEAR END PLANNING AFTER THE AUTUMN STATEMENT

Jeremy Hunt’s Autumn Statement was more than just a reversal of the tax-cutting plans of his briefly empowered 
predecessor. In the view of two well-respected think tanks, it marked the country entering a “new era of high taxation”. 
The grim contents of the Autumn Statement make tax year end planning especially important in 2023, with new 
deadlines having been created. Among the areas to consider are:

Capital gains tax  
The current individual annual exempt amount of £12,300 of gains will drop to £6,000 on 6 April 2023 and then halve to 
£3,000 a year later. You should consider realising your investment gains up to the annual exempt amount before the 
axe falls. If you wish to retain the investment, then you may need to reinvest via an individual savings account (ISA) or a 
pension. Anti-avoidance rules make direct reinvestment within 30 days ineffective for tax purposes. 

ISAs  
The main limit on ISA annual contributions has been frozen since April 2017 at £20,000. With tax allowances for capital 
gains and dividends being slashed over the next two tax years, your aim should be to maximise your ISA input. If you 
hold cash ISAs, review both the interest rate being paid (it probably has not kept pace with base rate) and whether 
switching to a stocks and shares ISA would now provide greater overall tax benefits if that suits your approach to risk.

Pension contributions  
Pension contributions should usually be made before the tax year closes. This advice still stands if you want to carry 
forward up to £40,000 of unused annual allowance from 2019/20 as 5 April is the last day to do so. Otherwise, the 
reduction in the additional rate tax threshold in 2023/24 means you may receive more tax relief by delaying your 
contribution to the new tax year. 

Income timing  
The higher rate tax threshold (£50,270 outside Scotland) remains frozen in 2023/24 and the additional rate threshold 
(outside Scotland) will be cut from £150,000 to £125,140. Accelerating receipt of income to the current tax year could 
save you tax, although it might also mean you pay (less) tax sooner. For example, if you are a shareholding director, you 
may want to bring forward a dividend payment to before 6 April 2023. 

Inheritance tax  
The Autumn Statement froze the inheritance tax (IHT) nil rate band (NRB) and residence nil rate band for another 
two years, to April 2028. Had the NRB been inflation proofed since it was fixed in April 2009, it would be over £140,000 
higher next April. IHT year end planning revolves around taking advantage of the various annual exemptions which, 
with one limited exception, cannot be carried forward. 

As ever, the sooner you start talking to us about your year end planning options, the better. This is especially the case if 
you wish to carry forward unused pension annual allowance, which may require slow-to-arrive third party information. 

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. Tax treatment varies according to individual 
circumstances and is subject to change.

The value of your investment can go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you invested. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term 
investment and should fit with your overall attitude to risk and financial circumstances.
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RETIREMENT NOW AND LATER

The lessons learned about pensions in 2022 have been both surprising and sometimes alarming. For example, if you are 
close to the time when you draw your retirement benefits, then the performance of investment markets in 2022 has 
been a double-edged sword:

• Both share and bond markets have been volatile. This has made the year an uncomfortable ride for some retirees 
relying on pension fund withdrawals. If you choose this option, you need to accept it comes with investment risk, so 
ongoing investment advice is vital. 

• Annuity rates rose sharply in 2022. By mid-November the 65-year-old rate had risen by more than half since January, 
to just over 7.5%.

The improvement in annuity rates is worth noting even if you are already making pension fund withdrawals. Now could 
be a good time to lock in a guaranteed lifetime income from part of your drawdown fund by buying an annuity. 

Working for longer?

If retirement is some years away, recent research from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) could make you think 
about when you can afford to stop work. The working population aged 65 and over has rapidly recovered from the 
pandemic-induced fall. About 11% of that age group are still working according to the latest ONS data. Predictably most 
are part time, but the hours are still considerable – averaging 21.7 hours a week.

One reason more people are working beyond age 65 is that the state pension age (SPA) has been 66 since October 
2020. The SPA is due to start increasing again in just over three years, with the two-year phasing in of age 67 beginning 
in April 2026.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. Tax treatment varies according to individual 
circumstances and is subject to change.

The value of your investment can go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you invested. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term 
investment and should fit with your overall attitude to risk and financial circumstances.

Occupational pension schemes are regulated by The Pensions Regulator.

The retirement market changed considerably in 2022, largely driven by 
market volatility and soaring inflation. Your retirement plan may have been 
knocked off its original course and require review.
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As interest rates tick up, those seeking an income from their investments 
may want to look at their options again.

BONDS COME IN FROM THE COLD

Interest rates have remained at historically low levels for more than a decade, with UK base rates below 1% from March 
2009 to May 2022. Since then, however, rates have increased four times and stood at 3% at the start of November.  

This has had a knock-on impact on fixed-income investments, with yields now rising.

Corporate bonds and gilts are debt issued by companies or the UK government respectively. They generally pay a level 
income, known as a ‘coupon’ over a fixed term, with capital returned at the end of this period. These investments can 
look less attractive as interest rates rise, as the fixed income paid may be a smaller margin over what investors can get 
from ‘risk-free’ deposit accounts.

But we have been living through unusual economic times. Sustained ultra-low interest rates have led to negligible 
returns on deposit accounts. Demand for bonds and gilts increased significantly, and institutional investors were forced 
to step up the risk to generate returns on their money, leading to inflated market prices. But higher interest rates mean 
the reverse is now happening. Demand has fallen, dampening prices. Lower prices and higher yields mean bonds may 
now look a more attractive option for income-seeking investors, particularly those that don’t want the risks of equity 
markets. 

Funds offer risk reduction 

Most retail investors don’t buy individual bonds or gilts but invest via a fund which buys a broad spread of bonds. This 
means if one defaults its impact should be minimal on overall returns. 

As ever, expert advice is the first port of call.

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you may not get back the full 
amount you invested. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 

Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term investment and should fit with your overall attitude to risk and 
financial circumstances.
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The change to national insurance contributions (NICs) that took effect in 
November may have consequences for your financial planning.

UNTANGLING NICS DEVELOPMENTS

One of the few surviving measures from the Kwasi Kwarteng ‘mini-Budget’ in September was the winding back of the 
increases to NICs introduced in April 2022. A The change, awkwardly appearing seven months into the tax year, will 
affect financial planning mathematics:

Bonus timing Directors’  
NICs are calculated on an annual basis. You and your employer are likely to pay fewer NICs if any bonus is paid in 
2023/24 rather than 2022/23. However, special rules about the deemed payment date of director’s bonuses could prove 
an obstacle.

Bonus or dividend?   
If your company’s profits exceed £50,000 from April 2023 a bonus may become preferable to a dividend because of the 
increases to corporation tax above that threshold and the Autumn Statement’s dividend allowance cuts.

Salary sacrifice  
Salary sacrifice saves both the employee’s and employer’s NIC liability on the amount sacrificed. Lower NIC rates reduce 
that saving but the option is still attractive, especially for basic rate taxpayers. 

Company or self-employed?  
Increased corporation tax rates and lower NICs (the top self-employed rate is 9% in 2023/24) will discourage 
incorporating at high profit levels. The unchanged off-payroll working rules also limit the appeal of incorporation.

If you need more detailed and personalised information, please contact us.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. Tax treatment varies according to individual 
circumstances and is subject to change.

The value of your investment can go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you invested. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 

Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term investment and should fit with your overall attitude to risk and 
financial circumstances.

Occupational pension schemes are regulated by The Pensions Regulator.
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Many parents are now giving early ‘inheritances’ to adult children to help 
them onto the property ladder, to set up businesses or cope with the cost-of-
living crisis.

INHERITANCE GIFTING - WHY WAIT?

But the implications of such generous gifts could impact on parents’ own living standards in retirement and their 
inheritance tax planning. 

Estates worth £325,000 or more are currently taxed at 40% on death, although no IHT usually applies on assets left to 
a surviving spouse or civil partner or on the first £325,000 of assets. There are also additional allowances that allow a 
two-parent household to pass on a family home worth up to £1 million to children tax-free. The Autumn Statement 
confirmed a freeze on those thresholds through to April 2028, further eroding values.

Money, or assets, given to children while parents are still living can fall outside of the IHT net, but this will depend on the 
size of the gift, and how long the donor subsequently lives. 

Gifting structures

The simplest gift option is a ‘potentially exempt transfer’ (PET). This can be for any amount, and provided the parent 
lives a further seven years it is excluded from IHT.

There are also ‘chargeable lifetime transfers’ (CLT) for gifts made into trusts. If the value of the gift is below the IHT nil-
rate band no IHT is due at that point. If the gift is over this level IHT is paid there and then, albeit at a reduced 20% rate, 
on the amount in excess of any exemptions and the nil rate band. If you live for a further seven years – without making 
further CLTs or PETs – no further IHT is due.

Complications arise though if you make further gifts within a seven-year period, even to different beneficiaries. If you 
die within seven years of making a PET or CLT, HMRC will also look at any chargeable transfers made in the previous 
seven years of that gift — effectively meaning some of them could impact your IHT liability for up to 14 years. 

It is important that parents/grandparents ensure any gifts are made effectively, but that they will also not negatively 
impact your future living standards. Our financial planning and tax specialists can help model any potential gifts, 
maximising benefits not while ensuring it is sustainable in the long term. 

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. Tax treatment varies according to individual 
circumstances and is subject to change.
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Although some retailers are sticking with card payments only for now, 
increasing numbers of people are returning to cash.

CASH IS MAKING A COMEBACK

More people are now making cash withdrawals and using this money to pay for goods and services. 

Paying with physical money can help with keeping track of spending and sticking to budgets amid a background of 
rising prices.

Controlling spending

The Post Office handled a record £836m* of personal cash withdrawals in November, beating the previous record 
of £805m set in August 2022. The Post Office said this change in behaviour suggested that the cost of living was 
impacting the way people manage their money. 

It coincides with the rapid rise in food prices and energy costs and seems to suggest that we are still some years away 
from switching to a cashless society. 

Impact of the pandemic

This recent uptick comes after years of declining cash payments. Figures show that since 2017 the use of cash for 
payments has fallen by around 15% a year, with a marked drop in 2020 as the Covid-19 pandemic hit. 

Many businesses switched to card-only payments to avoid handling notes or coins with the potential of spreading the 
virus. 

Of course, most shops and businesses do accept both, but some have continued not to accept cash, for either 
convenience or security reasons. 

More people may be relying on cash, but it is worth bearing in mind that businesses do not have to accept cash 
payments and are not in fact breaking any rules or regulations by only requesting payments by card.

*Source: Post Office 12/12/22
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The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 
has stepped up efforts to curb misleading 
financial adverts and scam promotions, 
designed to persuade people to part with 
their money.

REGULATOR WARNS ON  
FINANCIAL SCAMS

Were you in full-time employment or self-employment between 
2006/07 and 2015/16? If the answer is either ‘no’ or ‘not sure’, time 
is running out for you to pay any missing national insurance 
contributions (NICs) for that period.

You have until 5 April 2023 to plug the gaps but, before doing so, 
you need to know which gaps to fill – some will cost less than 
others – and whether it makes financial sense to do so.

At best, if you are self-employed, you could find a one-off payment 
of £163.80 buys you £275 a year extra state pension. At worst, you 
could spend thousands, only to find what you have gained in state 
pension, you have lost in other state benefits.

Your starting point is to check your NIC record at https://www.gov.
uk/check-national-insurance-record, which will require you to have 
a Government Gateway user ID. 

While many disregard their state pension when it comes to 
retirement planning, it is an increasingly valuable and significant 
part of retirement income for many. To understand how this source 
of income, alongside your other retirement savings, can most 
efficiently provide for your income, please get in touch with our 
financial planners.

Tax and benefit laws can change. The Financial Conduct Authority 
does not regulate tax and benefit advice.
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Premium bond boost
Good news for premium bond holders: National Savings & Investment (NS&I) will be giving away more £50 and £100 
prizes in their monthly draw. Previously the smallest £25 prize accounted for 98% of all payouts – but this will now drop 
to around 70%. The odds of any premium bond winning a prize have shortened from 24,500-to-one to 24,000-to-one. 
However, the implied interest rate still remains below many cash alternatives, so options should be carefully considered. 
 

Get ahead on self-assessment
Over 12 million of us need to file self-assessment tax returns by 31 January 2023. Any outstanding tax due for the year 
April 2021 to April 2022 needs to be paid by this date too. Those filing late face a £100 penalty and interest charged on 
tax owed. Last year’s Covid-related extensions have now been removed. First time users need to register for the service 
at least 20 days in advance of the deadline. File earlier if you can, as last year more than 50,000 people were trying to file 
their return between 4pm and 5pm on the deadline day. 
 

King’s coins released
The first coins featuring the new King will be in circulation from December. The 50p piece will feature King Charles III, 
with the reverse a replica of the image used on coins to celebrate his mother’s coronation in 1953. As is traditional, King 
Charles will face the opposite way to Queen Elizabeth II’s profile. The Royal Mint will issue 9.6m of these new 50ps and 
begin work on other coins featuring the new monarch.

NEWS ROUND UP
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MOORE GLOBAL NETWORK
We’ve spent more than 100 years serving clients through our professional services. With more one-to-one support 
from senior partners than you might be used to, you’ll always be working with professionals. Our services will help 
you navigate new markets effortlessly, and take advantage of every opportunity.

For more information on how our global services and sector expertise can help your business thrive in over 100 
countries, just get in touch.

MOORE KINGSTON SMITH
Moore Kingston Smith is a dynamic, leading UK firm of accountants and business advisers. We have been helping 
clients thrive since 1923.

As trusted advisers to businesses, private individuals and nonprofit organisations, we are passionate about helping 
our clients achieve their ambitions. We are committed to supporting them through both good times and tough 
times. Our highly experienced people have the strategic insight, drive and dedication to deliver results.

With over 70 partners and more than 650 people based in and around London, we are a leading member of the 
Moore Global Network – an international family made up of over 30,000 people across more than 100 countries. 
Members connect and collaborate to take care of our clients’ needs locally, nationally and internationally.

www.mks.co.uk

CONTACT US
Call: 
+44 (0)20 4582 1000

Offices in:  
City (London), Heathrow, Redhill, Romford, 
St Albans, West End (London)

Or email:  
privateclient@mks.co.uk

Moore Kingston Smith LLP is a multi-disciplinary practice regulated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) and, in relation to certain legal 
services, by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) as a licensed body under the Legal Services Act 2007 (LSA). Our registered address is 9 Appold Street, London, EC2A 2AP.

Regulated financial advice is provided by Moore Kingston Smith Financial Advisers Limited an appointed representative of Best Practice IFA Group Limited which is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Our FCA number is 558116. Moore Mortgages UK is a trading name of Moore Kingston Smith Financial Advisers Limited, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Moore Kingston Smith LLP. 

The information contained in this publication represents our understanding of the current law and HM Revenue & Customs practice which may be subject to change.  
 
Moore Kingston Smith LLP is not responsible for the accuracy of the information contained within the linked sites. 
 
This information does not constitute personalised advice and you should seek professional advice before acting or making any decisions based on the contents. Investments can 
fall as well as rise in value and past performance should not be considered a guide to future performance. Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on any 
mortgage secured on it. Not all products are regulated. The FCA does not regulate tax advice. @ Copyright 2022. All rights reserved.


